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English civil war cartoons

Back to topBack to topBack to topBack to topBack to topBack to topMer cartoons with the keyword 'english civil war'; A political cartoon from 1865. Civil War political cartoons often illustrated the beliefs and thoughts of the time using visual satire to show the great differences that existed between the people of the north
and south. The cartoon below shows Jefferson Davis, the only president of the Federal States of America in a Union prison. He complains about the food for unsympathetic guards. The guards had survived two terrible Confederate prisons, Libby Island and Andersonville. Political caricatures, also called editorial
caricatures, use humor and satire to convey messages related to politics and current affairs of the time. Although many political caricatures are humorous, their main purpose is to sway the viewer's opinion to that cartoonist. Often viewers don't even realize that the techniques used in an editorial cartoon have the power
to change their point of view. Related articles civil war weapons civil war Uniforms Antique Vases Values Political cartoonists of the Civil War used many of the same techniques, and different combinations of techniques, such as those used by cartoonists today. Several of the most popular techniques political cartoonists
use in their craft include: Exaggeration Symbolism Caricatures Irony Drawings Analogies Marking Text political cartoons of the Civil War Unlike images of early photographs, political caricatures of civil war years were based more on the viewer's imagination then on the reality depicted in daguerreotypes, cartes the wisest
and ambrotypes of the era. The renditions of the war's military events and the political, racist and social events of the time provide an insight into the tumultuous years of the civil war and the strong views that existed. From the first shots fired at Fort Sumter on April 12, 1861 to the surrender of the Confederate army by
General Robert E. Lee on April 9, 1865, editorial cartoonists depicted the war using satirical cartoons. Several of the most important topics are: President Abraham Lincoln Secession from the Union Military Personnel Military Battles Slavery Emancipation Abolitionism Racism These cartoons are of great interest to
historians, as well as to collectors of the Civil War ephemera and those who collect military objects from the Civil War, such as Civil War rifles, uniforms or flags. Although the years leading up to, during, and after the Civil War, were filled with different opinions and beliefs, the number of political caricatures representing
North and South was far from equal. Most of the editorial cartoons were published in New York City and emphasized strong northern views. New York City, home to thriving lithography and magazine, had a high literacy rate and a strong newspaper newspaper The popularity of New York's seventeen daily newspapers,
including the Times, Tribune and Herald combined with others like Harper's Weekly and Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper, provided New York political cartoonists plenty of venues for their visual satire. In his book Blue &amp; Gray in Black &amp; White, author Brayton Harris writes about the number of active
newspapers in the run-up to the Civil War and further clarifies the cause of the great imbalance between political caricatures depicting Southern perspectives and views. According to Mr. Harris there were: Nearly 2,500 newspapers at the time with approximately 1700 published in the north and 800 in the south North had
approximately four times the total circulation Approximately 373 newspapers were published with nearly 300 of them published in the north famous political cartoonists Important political cartoonists of the civil war include: Thomas Nast Adelbert John Volck who signed his work V. Blada David Hunter Strother Sir John
Tenniel Joseph E. Baker Benjamin H. Day, Jr. J. E. Baker Where to find Civil War political cartoons on the Internet offers an insight into the political satire of the Civil War, which is enlightening, informative and sometimes disturbing. Civil War political cartoons offer a look into an important time in the history of the United
States that was full of diversity and chaos. CIVIL WAR: CARTOON, 1861. An English cartoon from 1861 resembling the American Civil War to a gladiatorial contest eagerly watched by slave popula. Figure 0061012 Add to Lightbox File Size: 2479 x 3240 px @360dpi Image Source Credit: GRANGER. License for
classroom Use: GRANGER ACADEMIC Back Explore this point in our Flash timeline Share The First Civil War began in 1642 between parliamentarians (roundheads) and royalists (cavaliers) after the hostilities between Charles I and Long Parliament and its supporters reached breaking point. The country slowly
separated into factions with northern and rural areas remaining predominantly Royalist and major towns and cities generally belonging to the parliament. A series of battles fought between Cromwell's New Model Army and Charles' forces saw the royalists slowly lose control until the final imprisonment of Charles. The war
began again when Charles fled and made an alliance with the Scots, who invaded England. But the Scots and royalist forces were once again defeated by Oliver Cromwell and the newly formed Rump Parliament saw King Charles I tried for treason and beheaded since 1649. This picture was taken from The Malignants
trecherous and bloody plot against Parliament and Citty in London which was of God's providence happily prevented 31 May 1643. An engraving describing the action is followed by some verses addressed to malignants.Shelfmark: 669.f.8 (22) Explore more timeline content: WAR, 1862. American cartoon, 1862, about
Britain's support for the Confederacy in the American Civil War and the difficulties that the British working class endured as a result of trade disruptions with the United States. Figure 0091594 Add to Lightbox File Size: 3240 x 2201 px @360dpi Image Source Credit: GRANGER. License for classroom use: GRANGER
ACADEMIC The English Civil Wars (1642-1651) stemmed from conflict between Charles I and Parliament over an Irish uprising. The first war was decided with Oliver Cromwell's victory for parliamentary forces at the Battle of Naseby in 1645. The second phase ended with Charles' defeat at the Battle of Preston and his
subsequent execution in 1649. Charles' son, Charles, then formed an army of English and Scottish royalists, prompting Cromwell to invade Scotland in 1650. The following year, Cromwell crushed the remaining royalist forces and ended the wars of the Three Kingdoms, although Charles II eventually rose to the throne in
the 1660s.The civil war in seventeenth-century England also involved the two other kingdoms ruled by the Stuart dynasty, Scotland and Ireland. The invasion of England by a Scottish army seeking religious concessions in 1639 and again in 1640 precipitated the political impasse in London, paving the way for an uprising
of Catholic Ireland (October 1641). The struggle between King Charles I and his Westminster Parliament over who would control the army needed to crush the Irish uprising in turn provoked the outbreak of civil war in England (August 1642). Initially the north and west of England, along with much of Ireland, stood for the
King, while the South East (including London), the Royal Navy, and Scotland fought for Parliament. However on Marston Moor (July 2, 1644) Charles lost control of the north; and the following year, at Naseby (June 14, 1645), the parliamentary forces led by Oliver Cromwell conducted his main field army. Did you know
that? In May 1660, almost 20 years after the start of the English Civil Wars, Charles II finally returned to England as king, beginning a period called Restoration.Having pacified all of England, parliament turned to the conquest of Ireland and Scotland. Since 1642, the Catholic Confederation of Kilkenny had controlled Irish
affairs and periodically helped Charles. However, some chances of rekindling royalist causes in Ireland ended in September 1649, when Oliver Cromwell massacred the combined force of Irish Confederate and Royalists at Drogheda and, the following month, captured the Confederate fleet in Wexford.The Cromwellian
Reconquest of Ireland dragged on to the fall of Galway in April 1652 because of the outbreak of the Third English Civil War. Early in 1650, Charles II, son and heir of the executed Charles I, put together an army of English and Scottish which caused Cromwell to invade Scotland; On On On The Battle of Dunbar (3
September 1650) won control of most of Scotland. The following year in Worcester (September 3, 1651), Cromwell crushed the remaining royalist forces and ended the wars in the three kingdoms. The English conflict left about 34,000 MPs and 50,000 royalists dead, while at least 100,000 men and women died from warrelated illnesses, bringing the total death toll caused by the three civil wars in England to nearly 200,000. More died in Scotland, and much more in Ireland. The trial and execution of a anointed ruler and the presence of a standing army throughout the 1650s, combined with the spread of radical religious sects, shook the
very foundations of British society and finally facilitated the restoration of Charles II in 1660. This was the last civil war fought on English-but not Irish and Scottish-land. The reader's companion to American history. Eric Foner and John A. Garraty, editors. Copyright © 1991 by Houghton Mifflin Harcourt Publishing
Company. All rights reserved. Below is a comprehensive English Civil War timeline, with the events leading up to the war, the main battles, and the events that signal the end of the war. June 13, 1625 King Charles marries King Charles I married Henrietta Maria, daughter of Henry IV of France at St Augustine's Church,
Canterbury, Kent. The marriage was not popular because she was Catholic. May 1626 The Parliament dismissed was dissatisfied with the activities of Charles Chief Minister, George Villiers, 1st Duke of Buckingham. Buckingham had led a failed mission to Cadiz and it seemed that he planned to help the French to
euthanise the Protestant Huguenot rebellion. Parliament moved to have Buckingham dismissed from office. Charles retaliated by deposing Parliament. March 13 parliament recalled Charles needed money to finance the war with France and Spain and reluctantly recalled parliament. 1628 Thirty-nine articles Charles
redistributed the thirty nine articles of the Church of England. This was seen as a step towards Rome and evidence of the king's Catholic inclinations. June 7, 1628 Petition of the Right Parliament formed a committee of complaints and prepared a petition of the right which was presented to the king. The petition was
designed to protect substances from additional taxation not approved by Parliament. Charles signed the document reluctantly. August 22, 1628 Buckingham George Villiers, 1st Duke of Buckingham, was stabbed to death by Lieutenant General John Felton. March 1629 The three resolutions There were outbreaks in
parliament when right-wing calls were debated and the doors were locked to keep royal guards out. The President, who wanted to postpone the negotiations, was held in his chair. Parliament adopted three 1.That they would condemn all steps to change religion. 2. 2. they would condemn any taxation levied without
parliament's authority. 3. That every merchant who paid illegal taxes betrayed the freedom of England. Charles dismissed parliament. March 1629 MPs Arrested Charles arrested nine members of the Commons for offences against the state. Three were detained. This action by the king made him more unpopular. The
king defended his action by asserting his faith in his own divine right saying that Princes are not required to account for their actions, but to God alone. 1632 Thomas Wentworth Known as Black Tom Tyrant of the Irish, Thomas Wentworth, Lord Vice of Ireland, ruled Ireland with a firm hand. However, his rule alienated the
planters of Ulster and antagonised the landowners of Connaught. August 1633 Archbishop Laud Charles appointed William Laud as Archbishop of Canterbury. Laud was known to have Catholic inclinations and Charles hoped that his appointment would help stop the emergence of the Puritans. 18 June 1633 King of
Scotland Charles was crowned King of Scotland at Holyrood Abbey, Edinburgh. 1634 – 1636 Ship Money This tax was paid by coastal towns to pay for the maintenance of the Royal Navy. In an effort to raise more money, Charles now introduced the tax on inland towns as well. June 1638 Ship Money John Hampden,
questioned the King's right to impose such a tax but he lost the case and the court ruled that the King was the only authority that could impose such a tax. February 1638 National Association and Book of Common Prayer Charles demanded that the book of common prayer be used in the Scottish Kirk. The Calvinistdominated Scottish Church resisted the move. There were riots and a national union was formed protesting against any religious interference in Scotland by England. The Scottish Kirk was so exasperated that it expelled the bishops installed in Scotland by James I. 1639 Pacification of Berwick Thomas Wentworths had
led a repatriation army against the Scots but had been defeated at the border and had been forced to sign a temporary truce at Berwick. Wentworth told the King that in order to raise an effective army, he must remind parliament. Charles, who had had his eleven years of tyranny, had to recall Parliament. April 13, 1640

Short Parliament The new parliament refused to approve any new taxes until the king agreed to abandon ship money. The King said he would only abandon ship money if Parliament were to give him enough money to reopen the war with Scotland. Parliament refused and was dismissed after three weeks. 1640 Oliver
Cromwell Oliver Cromwell was elected to Parliament for the second time. He openly criticized Charles' taxes and the level of corruption in the Church of England. October 1640 Scotland Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, out for the Scottish border with a provisional army. But the army mutinied and seized English
English The Scots demanded that a daily rate be paid until a satisfactory treaty had been put in place. 21 Oct 1640 Peace of Ripon This treaty between Scotland and England allowed the Scots to stay in Durham and Northumberland until a final settlement was concluded. Nov 1640 Long Parliament Charles had to have
money to pay for an effective army like defeating the Scots. However, he could not get the money until he agreed to parliament's demands which contained a law that allowed Parliament to meet once every five years and to arrest the Strafford. Charles had no choice but to follow. May 20, 1641 Wentworth Beheaded
Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, executed on Tower Hill. Summer 1641 Triennial Act This act allowed parliament to be called without royal command and declared ship money to be illegal. Late summer 1641 Revolt in Ireland A revolt broke out in Ireland. Parliament was critical of the King's handling of issues in both
Ireland and Scotland, adopting proposals that Parliament and not the King should be responsible for the country's defence. 22 Oct 1641 Catholic uprising in Ireland A Catholic uprising broke out in Ulster and quickly spread across the country. Many Protestant settlers were driven from their homes and the uprising
became war. November 1641 Grand Remonstrance This document, put together by Pym, listed parliament's complaints against the king since his reign began. 4 Jan 1642 Charles Arrests five MPs Charles instructed his Attorney General to issue an allegation of treason against a peer and five members of the House of
Commons including Pym and Hampden. When Parliament refused to acknowledge the charge, Charles sent a group of riders to make the arrests. However, Parliament had been warned and the five men had fled. this move of Charles was extremely unpopular and over the country people declared themselves for
parliament and against Popery. Charles took himself and his family away from Whitehall to Hampton Court. Jan 1642 Preparations for war Charles sent his wife Henrietta Maria to the continent to enlist Catholic support for his cause against parliament. She would also pawn the crown jewels to buy weapons. Although
both sides were now preparing for war, negotiations continued. March 1642 Militia Regulation This allowed parliament to take control of the militia, practically the only armed body in the country. April 1642 Charles - Hull Charles tried to secure an arsenal of equipment left in Hull from his Scottish campaign. He was
blocked by Sir John Hotham, with parliamentary and marine support, and was forced to retire to York. Charles did his headquarters in York. June 1642 Nineteen Bill's Nineteen Propositions were issued by the House in hopes of reaching a settlement with the King. They demanded a new Constitution recognising their
own sovereignty; required ministers and judges to appointed by parliament not by the king and also that all church and military matters should come under parliament's control. Aug 22, 1642 Civil War – Standard raised Charles raised his standard on Nottingham formally declaring war. Both sides hoped, however, that
either war could be averted or that a decisive battle would put an end to the issue. 7 September 1642 Portsmouth falls to parliament The vital gate and fortress of Portsmouth surrendered to parliament. October 23, 1642 Battle of Edgehill In the early afternoon, Charles sent his army down the hill to meet the parliamentary
army led by Essex. On the royalist right was Prince Rupert who broke Essex's left flank. In the center, reinforcements arrived and they managed to push forward to put the lives of the king's sons, Charles and James, in danger. The battle was a stalemate with no side able to advance. 12, 13 Nov 1642 Small battles The
Royalists led by Prince Rupert managed to surprise and capture Brentford. But the next day Rupert was surprised to find his way to the city of London barred at Turnham Green by Essex and an army of around 24,000. The royalist commander decided to retire instead of fighting. Jan 1643 Royalist Victories The Royalists
had victories over Parliament at Braddock Down and Nantwich in 1643 Skirmishes and Battles Parliament took Lichfield, Reading, Wakefield, Gainsborough, Royalists took Ripple Field, Tewkesbury, Chewton Mendip, Chalgrove Field, Landsdowne Hill, Bristol and Yorkshire. Re-took Lichfield and Gainsborough, and held
Cornwall, Newark and style 30 June 1643 Battle of Adwalton Moor royalist commander, William Cavendish decided to try and enclose the Parliamentarian Army in Bradford. But Fairfax, the parliamentary commander decided that his army had a better chance of survival if they fought the royalists in a battle rather than
being surrounded and forced to surrender. The royalists won the battle. July 13, 1643 The Battle of Roundaway Down The Royalists were the first to charge but there was no countercharge. After two more charges the parliamentary cavalry had fled. Waller then turned his attention to the parliamentary infantry that stood
firm until a force led by Hopton attacked them from behind. Caught between two royalist armies the majority of parliamentarians soldiers simply fled from the battlefield giving the royalists victory. Aug 1643 Solemn Covenant and Covenant This document swore to preserve the Church of Scotland and reform the religion of
England and Ireland according to the word of God and the example of the best reformed churches and to protect the rights and freedoms of parliaments. It was accepted by the English Parliament in September. September 20, 1643 First Battle of Newbury Essex force wet and hungry Parliamentarians destined to rest in
Newbury, a town sympathetic to However, Rupert had got there first and Essex had no choice but to fight. Essex moved the MPs before dawn and secured Round Hill, just south of Newbury. The surrounding countryside was crossed with lanes and hedgerows that offered excellent protection for foot soldiers but was
quite unsuitable for horse. Parliament won the Battle of June 1644 The Battle of Marston Moor This was the largest single battle of the Civil War with 45,000 men. Although the royalists were outnumbered, they decided to fight. They were defeated by Parliament. For the first time since the Civil War had begun Rupert's
cavalry was beaten by a parliamentarians cavalry charge. October 27, 1644 Second Battle of Newbury Royalists sandwiched between two parliamentary forces. Every time parliament made some profit they were knocked back by the royalists. The battle, which lasted all day, ended in a draw. June 14, 1645 Battle of
Naseby Parliamentarians broke their siege at Oxford and forced the royalists into battle. Initially the royals took up a defensive stance but later orders to attack were given. The battle lasted only three hours and saw the death of most of the royalist foot soldiers. It was a decisive victory for Parliament. Charles fled the
battlefield as soon as it was obvious that he had lost both the battle and the war. 6th May 1646 Surrender to the Scots Charles I surrendered to the Scots June 24, 1646 Surrender Oxford, Charles I's capital surrendered to Parliament January 30, 1647 Charles I imprisoned The Scots handed Charles over to Parliament.
He was imprisoned in Holdenby House, Northamptonshire November 1647 Putney Debates This was a series of debates held by various parliamentary forces to try to decide on a new constitution. November 1647 Charles Charles I fled prison and fled to Carisbrooke Castle, Isle of Wight December 1648 Charles
Recaptured Charles was recaptured and sent to Windsor Castle January 6, 1649 Rump Parliament Rump Parliament began. All Members of Parliament who were in favour of negotiating with the King had been expelled. Rump Parliament gave Parliament the right to make new acts in Parliament without the king's
approval January 20, 1649 The trial of King Charles began King Charles was charged with treason by a High Court of Justice specially set up for the trial. The court found Charles guilty and sentenced him to death. 30, 1649 Execution King Charles I was executed by beheading, outside Whitehall Palace, London. He was
buried in St George's Chapel, Windsor. This English Civil War timeline is part of a larger resource with other articles about the war, including the main factions, battles and other information. Click on these links for more information. English Civil War Timeline History online© 2000-2020, Salem Media.November 22, 2020
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